Lent 2018

Fiddler on the Roof
Over 60 students from St Helen and
St Katharine and Abingdon School
joined to form the cast, crew and band
of Fiddler on the Roof, this year’s Joint
Senior Production. Rehearsals began in
September and culminated in three
triumphant, sold-out performances of
this beloved musical. Writing about her
choice of play, director Jo Watt said:
‘What drew me to Fiddler on the Roof was
its relevance to the world we live in today:
the story of a daughter challenging her
parents’ traditions and expectations
remains timeless.’

‘Fiddler on the Roof is a superb piece of
musical theatre and it was such an honour
to be part of it. I was in awe of how well
the cast, the band and stage management
came together – come January the cast
felt like one big Russian Jewish family.’

PREFECT TEAM
2018–19
MARCH MADNESS
Netball tournament
POP-UP RESTAURANT
Student-run fundraiser

Lent Week
During Lent term, the Chapel was transformed into
a centre of interactive prayer spaces. Students were
encouraged to use them reflectively to look at their
own stories and how these connected with God’s story.
Activities included writing down who you loved to form
a giant heart; giving our sins over to God using invisible ink; and a
specially designed wooden cross with holes in, symbolic of confession
and God's unconditional forgiveness. Helped by teams from BeSpace,
Abingdon youth workers and members of Lymington Rushmore,
lunchtime talks ran throughout the week tackling topics including faith
and sport, suffering, success, satisfaction and science. It was an
enjoyable week with many students coming into the Chapel in lessons,
break times and during lunch.
Esther, L6B

Sasha, L6A

‘Taking on a role as an Assistant Stage
Manager and Props Manager had its
stresses but seeing the show develop from
the beginning to end was a magical
experience and one I would never change.
Seeing Ms Watt’s super simple sketches of
the ideas for set layout and bringing that
to life with the help of a colour-coded
excel spreadsheet for backstage was a
thrill. I loved working on this production.’
Becky, L6D

HEADLINES

Prefect team
2018–19
I'm sure I speak on behalf of the entire outgoing
prefect team in saying a huge congratulations to
the new prefect team on their election. I wish all
the new prefects, House Prefects, Head Girl Ellie
Stubley, and Deputy Head Girls Katie Davies and
Emma Richardson all the best for the year ahead.
Clare Rawlingson, Head Girl 2017–18

It’s a lovely occupational reality of life
as Head of St Helen and St Katharine
that I often feel very, very proud of
the students. The Lent term, with its
mix of brilliant productions, concerts
and fixtures (weather permitting)
offers so many chances to see
students shine in areas of school life
that mean a great deal to them. It’s
also a short, sharp term of academic
work and assessment and in this, too,
so many students have much to
celebrate. Their endeavours are
supported by a wonderful staff and
the busy nature of the term bears
testimony to their commitment to
provide opportunities and support
aplenty for the students.
At the end of all this activity, I will
look back on our celebration of
International Women’s Day with
particular fondness and satisfaction.
Drawn together most ably by
Mrs Scott-Malden, students from
across all sections of the School
spoke impressively about women
they consider to have been
particularly inspirational throughout
the 100 years since some of the
nation’s women were enfranchised
in 1918. The students’ speeches were
impassioned and eloquent, and the
role models shared with the School
attest wonderfully the rich potential
of being a woman and of making
a difference on behalf of others.
Our commemoration also featured
a stirring performance of
The Pankhurst Anthem by the
tireless and exceptional Chapel
Choir conducted by Ms Rakowski.
I love these moments when we are
together as a community, squashed
though we may be in YPH. There’s an
energy and a spirit which I think
would make the likes of Millicent
Fawcett very proud.
I do hope that you enjoy reading
this digest of activity for the term
just passed.
Mrs Rebecca Dougall, Headmistress
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Head Girl
Eleanor Stubley
Deputy Head Girls
Katie Davies
Emma Richardson
Sacristan
Naomi Prince
Sports Captain
Ellen Jackson

Prefects
Rosie Aylard
Alice Bailey
Caroline Conder
Vicki Flegg
Katy Haynes
Stella Johnson
Ellie Kenrick
Sidney Leedham
Poppy Lennox
Georgia Linas
Jemima Matthews
Esther Morgan
Phoebe Teh
Ellie Thornton
Tessa Wilkinson

House Prefects
Benedict
Alix Addinall
Lucy Conway
Duffield
Kate Begley
Lydia Holt
Hayward
Elinor Bailey
Emily Sayeed
Paterson
Kate Eastwick-Jones
Zoya Taylor

Year 8 students win Faraday
Engineering Challenge Day
The team, comprising of Hannah and Eliana
(8K), Sophie (8J), and Constance, Eve and
Josephine (8L) won the Faraday Engineering
Challenge in February.

They then presented the design to the judge,
demonstrating their working element of the
design and submitted their accounting sheet
and planning/reflection sheet.

Students developed and designed a new
attraction for Thorpe Park, engineering one
aspect of the design. During the process they
had to plan – identifying the problems and
generating ideas – select roles within the team
and complete a short engineering task.

The team won with a score of 81% for their
idea of a trampoline maze and now wait to see
if they go further in the competition. The top
five teams nationally meet at Thorpe Park for a
further round in July and the final winning entry
becomes the new attraction at the park.

FRONTLINES

Marking International Women’s Day
International Women’s Day at St Helen’s this year proved a real
celebration, perhaps more so in light of the past year of turbulent
focus on issues which affect women.
A special whole school assembly gave the opportunity to students
from across the school to present their nominations for the most
inspiring woman of the last 100 years. Each tribute was passionate
and thought-provoking, telling the stories of women who have
changed the course of female history: Amelia Earhart, Irena Sendler,
Billie Jean King, Marsha P Johnson, Tarana Burke and Malala.
Chapel Choir gave a moving performance of The Pankhurst
Anthem, a piece commissioned by BBC Radio 3 for the 100th
anniversary of women gaining the vote. Based on a 1913 speech
by Emmeline Pankhurst and written by her great-granddaughter,
composer Lucy Pankhurst, the words prove just as relevant in 2018
as in 1918: A sisterhood of sacrifices made along the way/But now
we stand!
As if to prove the truth of this, students crowded into the Lecture
Theatre at lunchtime for a debate: ‘This house believes that
feminism has gone too far.’ A provocative topic, but all speakers rose
to the challenge magnificently, citing many key issues – the pay
gap, the glass ceiling, female genital mutilation, public campaigns,
parental leave and the definition of feminism itself. It was a hugely
impressive display of the curiosity, depth of research and awareness
of all St Helen’s students.

Love Languages
On 8 February, Year 5 took part in Love
Languages, a competition held in Studio Theatre.
We, and groups from other local schools, had to
perform a play in a foreign language. This year’s
theme was Animals and the play we performed
was partly about Noah’s Ark and partly about a
girl writing to a zoo asking for a pet. We
performed our play in Spanish which we have
been learning since September.
Love Languages was an amazing event and all
the teams put on awesome performances. When
the event started we were all a bit scared but in
the end we came first and we were really happy
with the result!
Georgina, Year 5

Year 5 explores the secrets
of Enigma
Linked to their work on cryptography in
Computer Science, Year 5 spent a day at
Bletchley Park discovering more about the
code-breaking work that went on there
during World War II and how this led to the
first computers being developed.
The tour around the huts gave the
students an idea of the process of
cryptanalysis and our tour guide provided
interesting details about the life of the
hundreds of people, mostly women, who
worked there and how they were

recruited. The shifts were long and the
huts very cold and many of the young
women were billeted with strangers in
nearby houses.
The day ended with a workshop on
cyber-security where the students
cracked codes, sniffed out fake news and
used personal data to break into locked
briefcases! Everyone got the chance to use
an original Enigma machine to encode
their initials which was a real privilege.
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Old Girls
collision: Sixth
Form physicists
visit CERN

Chinese and Arabic
cultural crossover
For one afternoon members of Sixth Form studying Arabic and Mandarin were allowed to take
over the school kitchen for a cooking lesson.

It was a very early start in January as we met
to fly to Geneva. On arrival at CERN we
chatted to Old Girl Stephanie Hills about her
job as European Communications Officer and
her time at St Helen’s. We heard about the
fascinating Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
experiment and another Old Girl Professor
Danièle Steer gave us a session about the
theory of particle physics including black
holes. It was so incredible to see how
innovative physics can be. A visit to the
data centre brought gasps of disbelief as we
realised how the internet was used to store
the mass amount of data CERN produces
every second, we definitely had some trouble
understanding that these highly valuable
wires could be cut by tractors digging!
The highlight for me was visiting the ALICE
experiment, it aims to recreate and study a
mini version of the Big Bang in which, for a
brief period of time, there existed quark-gluon
plasma before everything became particles
and matter. I thoroughly enjoyed the trip
and it definitely inspired me to think more
seriously about a career in physics as it can
be so groundbreaking.
Bea, L6F
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‘I loved the cooking afternoon because it gave
me the chance to learn not only about
Chinese traditional food but also Arabic
dishes. It was a great opportunity to chat with
the Arabic students about Middle Eastern and
Chinese cultures.’
Caroline, U6F

‘At first it was very intimidating to be in such a
big kitchen but once we started cooking I
relaxed and enjoyed myself. My favourite part
was trying all the different dishes and immersing
myself in all the amazing Arab flavours.’

‘We cooked beef stir fry which turned out
pretty well considering it was our first time! It
was easier than expected and the experience
was very fulfilling. We are now both more
open to experimenting further with foreign
dishes in the future. If we were to do it again
we would challenge ourselves with a more
complex dish.’

‘Arabic cooking was immense fun. Once we
got over the excitement of being on the other
side, we had expert advice from Olivier and his
team on how to prepare our dishes and the
results were delicious! Being able to experience
such an integral part of the culture of the
Arabic-speaking world was a real treat and we
were all very grateful to Mrs Shannon and the
wonderful kitchen staff for making it possible.’

Charlotte, L6D and Phoebe, L6E

Maryse, L6C

Rosie, L6A

Chinese Calligraphy competition
Mrs Anderson has been running the Chinese
Calligraphy club since September. Year 7
students have been making good progress
with great effort, and in January’s Chinese
Calligraphy competition some beautiful
works of art were produced. The challenge
was to write one of Confucius’ sayings:
Isn't it a pleasure to study and practise
what you have learned?

The winners emerged as follows:
1st prize: Amelie (7K); 2nd prize: Iona (8L);
3rd prize: Emilia (8J), Charlotte (7K)

Room 101
Room 101: an opportunity
for a school celebrity to
discuss their top four pet
peeves which they would
like to consign to Room
101, the infamous torture
chamber in George
Orwell’s 1984.
Afternoon Receptionist
Mrs Jane Strange's
grandmother was among
the first students at
St Helen’s. Here she spills
the beans on what makes
her blood boil:
Pet peeve 1: Chocolate – or more accurately, colleagues
who think I should give this up for Lent…
Pet peeve 2: Sleepless nights – it’s an age thing
but I don’t recommend them.
Pet peeve 3: Dog walkers who pick up their dog poo
and then leave the bag on the footpath for someone else
to put in the bin, or worse, throw it in a tree!
Pet peeve 4: Potholes – I must negotiate at least
60 per day on my commute to school and back.

Arithmetic adventures
Maths Challenge
Two of us from Year 9 and two in
Year 8 went to the Oxford University
Mathematical Institute for the teams‘
Maths Challenge regionals. It was a
day full of enjoyable but challenging
problems that we worked on as a team.
Everyone really enjoyed it and to add
to the memorable experience, the
institute was an incredible and highly
mathematical building.
Cecily, 9L

Pi Day
International Pi Day was celebrated
in quirky fashion, with Sixth Form
mathematicians challenging the
younger students to find π using circles
of Love Hearts sweets. Competition
was intense even though there was
not much to separate each team. The ‘Pi
M C A’ was sung, many decimal places
memorised and, when all calculations
were complete, the teams’ reward was
to eat their pi creations.

BBC School Report
BBC School Report is a BBC News and BBC
Academy project which inspires 11–18
year-old students to research, produce and
broadcast stories which matter to them.
Throughout the term three teams of St Helen’s
students researched, recorded interviews and
prepared video reports ready for the deadline.
Year 8 BBC School Reporters reflect
on their experience of broadcasting
and journalism:
‘On the day, we and our English teacher
headed to the Atrium Meeting Room to edit
our BBC School Reports and talk on the radio!
We created an article about music and how
this can affect dementia patients. Surprisingly,

during our report we saw just how much it
can benefit the condition. Other groups were
looking at how plastic affects the environment
and how killer Asian hornets are killing our
bees therefore threatening life for many
species including us.
It was especially incredible when we found
out that Paul Jenner from BBC Radio Oxford
would be broadcasting our reports. Being live
on the radio was scary because everything we
said was heard by thousands of people but it
was also exhilarating as it was something we
had never experienced before. He brought
with him a big microphone, lanyards and the
satellite truck!

We will always treasure this experience as it
was so enriching as well as fun.’
To watch the finished reports go to:
www.shsk.org.uk/News/BBC-School-Report.aspx
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Nourishment for
the literary mind
Studying English is all about developing
conversation around literature, culture
and ideas and we have had plenty of
opportunity for this through Lent term.
As part of studying the novel Mrs
Dalloway two Oxford graduate students
came to speak to us about the
Modernist party, drawing on their own
research into Modernism and food.
Some of Lower Sixth attended a lecture
at Abingdon School on the work of
Steinbeck and Fitzgerald, a great chance
to build on their reading of The Great
Gatsby. For those intrigued by Chaucer, a
provocative talk on the representation of
women in The Merchant’s Tale prompted
much classroom debate.
A highlight of the term was the outing
to the Hackney Empire Theatre to see
the Royal Shakespeare Company
production of Hamlet. In a vibrant and
memorable interpretation of the play,
the setting is Africa, while the ghost
of old Hamlet is a spirit summoned by
traditional African drummers, and the
Prince both a bereaved son and a
post-colonial self in conflict. This bold
reimagining offered much stimulus for
both Lower and Upper Sixth.

Solving a worldwide crisis
In February, a group of St Helen’s and Larkmead
students from Years 10–Upper Sixth attended the
three-day Model United Nations (MUN)
conference representing the countries of Russia,
Saudi Arabia and Australia. Resolutions were
lobbied and selected for debate and all three
countries were fully involved in the General
Assembly when attempting to solve a worldwide
emergency crisis. Notably there were many
first-time MUN participants from all years who
got involved and represented their countries
with pride.
The weekend was a great success with lots of
great debate and multiple individual and team
successes for the joint school society: Cara (11M)

winning highly commended and Anna (11L)
winning best delegate in the two political
committees; Olivia (U6B) winning commended
in Human Rights; Eleanor (L6G) and Eve (U6E)
winning commended in Health and Environment
and Lydia (L6D) winning commended in the
Security Council. Furthermore, the delegation
from Russia secured an award for commended
delegation in the General Assembly.
This is the highest number of awards that the
St Helen’s (now joint with Larkmead) MUN Society
has won for the last four years of conferences.
Many congratulations to all students taking part
and we hope for even more awards next year!
Lydia, L6D

Big Bang
Science Fair
On 16 March seven Year 9 students
attended the Big Bang UK Young Scientists
and Engineers Fair in Birmingham. We had
lots of fun trying out different jobs in the
maths and science industries. We started
off the day going to a pop-up planetarium
where we learnt about the International
Space Station and the wonders of the
universe. We then went to the chemistry
company GSK’s area where we made our
own hand cream by using emulsifier to
mix oil and water. We found a stall where
we could have ultrasounds; it was
interesting to see a real heart beating on
the screen. Later in the day we looked at
the online careers test to see which career
in science we would be best for – we got
medical science and astrological science
after a few attempts at changing our
answers. We played laser harps where the
sensors in each laser played a different
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note when you blocked it and then saw
inside a full-size RAF jet! We even got to
show off our skills at driving as we guided
a robot car around a maze to score a goal
although some of our steering skills were
questionable. We ended the day building

flood defences to save a Lego city from
catastrophe and built a completely
symmetrical bridge. We really enjoyed the
day and learnt so much about our future.
Hannah, 9K

In the School
Spotlight

Classical Reading
Competition
This term Latin and Greek students from
Years 10–Sixth Form entered the annual
Classical Reading Competition held by
the University of Oxford, Faculty of Classics.
It was a very entertaining afternoon with
many memorable performances both
from St Helen’s students and others.
I entered the Senior Latin Prose category,
reading an extract from Tacitus’ Agricola
which I was lucky enough to win. Standing
and reading aloud in front of the audience
was very daunting at first but as soon as I
completed the first phrase the passage seemed
to flow naturally. I really enjoyed seeing the
other students’ interpretations of their texts
which were performed with confidence and
passion. It was wonderful to have so many
students enthusiastic about Classics perform
together and I can’t wait until next year!

Dr Graeme Smith,
Head of Chemistry
and Science
Coordinator

Prize winners:
1st prize in Senior Greek Prose Bella (U6H)
1st prize in Senior Latin Prose

Maryse (L6C)

Other outstanding performances:
Junior Greek Dialogue 	Pippa (11M)
and Anna (11L)

Maryse, L6C

Junior Latin Prose

Caitlin (11M)

Junior Latin Memoriter

Navika (10L)

Young Enterprise
On 27 January, our Young Enterprise group Kakushin
and another St Helen’s company (Imprint) sold our
products at a trade fair in Cowley Shopping Centre that
was organised specifically for Young Enterprise
companies. Kakushin sells stainless steel water bottles,
tops and record clocks. It was a great experience to be
able to sell our products to a wider range of people
and gave us the chance to use our communication
skills to draw people to our stand. We had great
success and managed to sell over 20 of our water
bottles, even selling one to Labour MP for East Oxford
Anneliese Dodds. Kakushin received a Highly
Commended award for customer service by Anneliese
herself which boosted our confidence levels as a team.
We hope our upcoming fairs will be as successful as
this one!

Jasmine, 10L

Pursuing particles

Lower Sixth physics students were invited to
attend a particle physics masterclass at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratories. The day
included a number of fascinating lectures on
particle accelerators and their development, the
problems with the standard model and
questions that scientists are currently exploring.
We then had an opportunity to analyse real
data from the Atlas Detector at CERN which
was a great follow-up to our trip to Switzerland
earlier in the year. We also got to try and spot
the decay of a Higgs boson, this demonstrated
how something so vital to the explanation of
particle physics is so hard to spot and classify
due to its rarity.

What’s your favourite element
and why?
Phosphorus (P) – it was the first element
to be discovered by a named person
(Hennig Brand) who discovered it by
evaporating urine to a black residue
then leaving it for months! (I don’t
recommend this).

What’s your dream car?
I’m a bit of a petrolhead through my
dad who had classic motorbikes when I
was growing up. I think the winner has
to be the silver Aston Martin DB5 driven
by Sean Connery as James Bond.

If you weren’t a chemistry
teacher what would you do?
I really enjoy photography and I head
out into the mountains (preferably
Scottish) whenever I can to do some
climbing. I’d love to combine those two.

What’s your favourite meal
cooked by Olivier and his team?
A shrimp risotto – it was genuinely
better than I’ve had at a restaurant. That
said, I might put in a request for some
food from north of the border (Irn-Bru,
haggis, deep fried Mars bars…)

Our visit also included a guided tour around
the Diamond experimental facility. This showed
us how high energy light waves are generated
and harnessed to run experiments. These can
range from tracking battery decay to analysing
pathogens in order to develop new vaccines
and treatments. Our tour illustrated how
robotics and high technology optimise
scientists’ use of the accelerator, especially as
they are given very short time slots to carry
out vital research.
The day really helped to put our study of particle
physics into context, and gave us real insight into
cutting edge practical physics in action.
Lower Sixth physicists
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March Madness
This year’s March Madness netball tournament took place amid sub-zero temperatures,
but the Beast from the East did not deter over 220 St Helen’s netballers taking to the
courts in their costumes. The senior squad are team captains and invent a team
name associated with their own, such as Liv On The Wild Side and Alice In Wonderland.
Each team is made up of students from Years 7–Sixth Form. The younger teams love
the chance to play with or against their role models from the older teams and it
inspires them for future years.
The 2018 tournament was fantastic fun and the team costumes did not disappoint
the supporters and the judges. Where’s Wilko won Best Team Outfits; the Headmistress’
special award went to Tara (L6B) for her quirky clown costume and other chocolate
prizes were awarded to the Bouncing Bunnies, Shooting Starts and Rock Defenders.
After an exciting final, Kate’s Cats were crowned the 2018 Champions.
As a departing present, Mrs Wilson leaves a brand new March Madness Netball Cup.
This is to be awarded each year to a junior player (Year 7, 8 or 9) for their outstanding
commitment, enthusiasm, skill, sportsmanship and love of netball. The 2018
recipient was Talia (8M).

British Schools Judo
Champion
Abby (9M) represented St Helen and St Katharine at the
British Schools Judo Championships in Sheffield in March.
In a fantastic display, Abby had four fights and fought
exceptionally well, winning three by ippon technique (the
highest score). She was awarded the gold medal and is
now a British Schools Judo Champion. One of her fights
was recorded and tweeted by British Judo under
#WeAreGBJudo with the words: ‘Excellent nawaza
technique to win the contest!’

Henley rowing triumph
Georgie (U6F) and Charlotte (11L) both excelled in
several races in the Henley heads season. Georgie and
her crew came first in their class in the Women’s Head
of the River Race, while Charlotte’s boat came fourth in
their class. Both boats were competing against
university crews and members of the GB team. Success
continued in the School’s Head of the River Race from
Chiswick Bridge to Westminster School Boat Club –
both Georgie and Charlotte’s boats came first in their
class with course record times. As if effortlessly, they
also won their races the next day in the OarSport
Junior Sculling Head; Georgie’s boat coming first out of
34 and Charlotte’s first out of 32. Fantastic results for
both students and very well deserved.

Fearless on the field
The U19A National Schools Lacrosse
Championship 2018 was loaded with anticipation
especially after an initial postponement due
to the pitches being deep in snow. On the
first day, we won six and only lost one match
which put us forward securely into the
Championship division.
Monday duly arrived. Our first game was against
Caterham and despite a good fight we didn’t
manage to win. This put us into the Plate half
of the Championship. Next, we faced St Albans.
Fuelled from the previous loss, our team played
our best and with incredible saves from Becky,
sensational defence from Ju and Georgie,
smooth midfield transitions from Ella and Emily,
and fast and tactical attack from Sophie and
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Charlie, we won 2–1. This put us through to the
Plate semi-final against Moreton Hall. We went
in on a high from the previous game and won
with a stonking score of 4–1. After a tough fight
in the final against St Paul’s, time was nearly up
and the score stood at 1–1. Despite great play
from everyone, St Paul’s managed to score a
quick goal off a fast break. Sadly we couldn’t
sneak in another goal and ended up conceding
the game 2–1.
Despite it not being the end we had hoped
for, we were very happy coming tenth in the
country! We walked away with runner-up
medals after two days of challenging and
thrilling lacrosse.
Kate, L6C

Netball round-up
As ever, the netball teams have had an active
term. The U16 and U19 teams competed in
the Regional Schools Netball Tournament in
January. It was a wet and windy day and there
was some extremely tough competition from
other schools. Both teams showed brilliant
willpower, grit and positivity, and there were
some stand-out performances throughout
the day. Congratulations to both teams for
qualifying for this stage of the competition.
The U13 county tournament fielded still more
successes. A-team captain Freya and B-team
captain Kate shared their experiences:
‘St Helen’s A-team pulled through the group
stage in some style! As well as being crowned

county champions for the second year in a
row, the team also set a new school goal
difference record with a huge 132 goals
scored and a mere 8 conceded.’
Freya, 8J
‘The B-team started off with a massive win
against Our Lady’s Abingdon 13–1. Further
wins against Cranford House and Ashfold
(after coming back from 3–0 down) showed
the team’s fighting spirit and will to win.
A draw against Oxford High A-team was one
of our best performances of the day, again
pulling ourselves back from a few goals
down. Excitingly, there is more to come
from the team and we learnt a lot from
our experiences.’
Kate, 8M

The Great Big
Dance Off
Both of our junior and senior dance groups
qualified for the regional round of The Great Big
Dance Off which took place at Wyvern Theatre
in Swindon. The junior dancers – 13 Year 8
students and one Year 7 student – performed a
piece based on a scene in Alice in Wonderland.
They came seventh in the KS3 category which
is a fantastic achievement against some very
tough opposition. The seniors performed a
piece based on the mysterious Bermuda
Triangle, telling a story of a girl who finds
herself lost at sea, desperately trying to escape.
This was a very different piece of contemporary
dance which showed a lot of imagination and
creativity. The seniors came second in the KS4/5
category, and now progress through to the
national finals on Monday 2 July in Cheltenham.
Both dances were choreographed by Charlotte
(L6E) and both were student-led pieces.

GSA Gymnastics Championships
St Helen and St Katharine hosted the
second Girls’ Schools Association Gymnastics
Championships on 27 March. We were
overwhelmed with the response for entries,
following last year’s highly successful
competition which also took place in our
wonderful new Sports Hall.
Each participating school entered five gymnasts
for the Vault and five gymnasts for the Floor. In
the U14 competition Edgebaston High School
were the runners up with Putney High the
winners. St Helen’s came 6th out of 12 teams.
In the U19 competition, Manchester High
School took the silver medal while the gold
went again to Putney High; St Helen’s came
fourth out of seven teams.
Each gymnast and each school are at very
different stages in their gymnastics development
but to compete in front of peers, families and
judges requires vast preparation and courage,
and each competitor displayed a huge amount
of determination and persistence.
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Skills on the slopes

This year’s ski trip saw 50 St Helen’s students
from Year 8 and Year 10 and five members of
staff travelling to Folgarida, Italy, over
half-term. The students enjoyed six days of
skiing under the guidance of an Italian ski
school. The snow was perfect and the weather
didn’t let us down either. All students gained
excellent skiing experience and showed good
progress throughout the week.
We stayed in a truly fantastic family-run hotel
directly on the slopes. We were delighted with
the food, social spaces, (including TV rooms
and a table tennis room where very competitive
games were played), and above all else, the
hospitality. The hotel was very conveniently
located for evening activities including
karaoke – one of the many trip highlights –
bowling and ice skating.
All in all, the trip was a huge success and very
much enjoyed by everybody. We look forward
to the next one.
Year 8 and Year 10 skiers

Spanish Exchange
In February 50 students from St Helen’s and Abingdon
School welcomed their Spanish exchange partners to
England. During the week, our exchanges went on day
trips to Bath and Oxford and Windsor Castle which they
really enjoyed. On Friday we had a snow day when many
of us met up to spend the day sledging and watching
films at home. The week came to an end very quickly and
there were many tears as we waved goodbye to the bus.
Many of us are hoping to visit our exchange partners in
the summer. Hasta pronto!
Olivia, 11L

Christmas in Strasbourg
In December Year 9 students travelled to Strasbourg on a joint French language
and culture trip with Abingdon School. Florence and Olivia (9J) share
their experiences:
‘We left St Helen and St Katharine on a gruelling ten-hour bus journey to
Strasbourg, France. Over the course of the next few days we learnt all about
Strasbourg, how to make chocolate, and natural history at the zoological museum.
One of the highlights of the trip was being allowed to wander round Strasbourg
and the Christmas market, despite the fact that a few of us got lost! In the evenings
we did several different activities including a talent show. Overall the trip was
thoroughly enjoyable.’
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Italian Exchange
From 14–22 March St Helen and St Katharine welcomed the
students of Liceo Classico-Linguistico Carlo Alberto in Novara
for the return visit of the Italian Exchange. Students were hosted
by Years 10, 11 and one Lower Sixth student and were given an
excellent opportunity to experience busy life at St Helen’s.
They spent two days in school attending lessons while also
taking trips to Oxford, Warwick and Stratford-upon-Avon seeing
English culture through different historical eras. Thank you and
well done to all students who took part in the final Italian
Exchange after many successful years.

C R E AT I V E L I N E S

Pro Corda

The Altus Flute Trio (Jess L6C, Libby 11M and
Caitlin 11M) was successful in being selected
for the Pro Corda Chamber Music Festival
final. Following two regional rounds during
February and March, they performed at the
final at the Perse School in Cambridge on

Abseiling and
other exploits
We set off on 27 February with the whole of Year 7
to Kilve Court in Somerset. Stopping off at Cheddar
Gorge on the way, we explored the famous
limestone caves and the museum. Eventually, we
arrived at Kilve for our three-night residential stay
with a full programme of planned activities. The
students had a super time while we were there
and found the trip very worthwhile despite having
to return early to avoid the imminent snow. They
were full of praise for the centre:

11 March, playing Zempleni’s Trio for Flutes,
a piece full of character which they chose
themselves. They were delighted to
receive brilliant feedback: ‘…excellent
communication within the group.’
They thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

Spring Music Festival
The Spring Music Festival is a chance for both advanced and
beginner musicians to perform a programme of their choice.
We were delighted to welcome pianist Lynette Stulting, cellist
Cara Berridge and baritone Giles Underwood to adjudicate
the competition. With some phenomenal singing and playing
they had a tough job on their hands. After a wonderful two
days of performances the results were as follows:
Recital Class:

Open Class:

1st place

Athalie (U6A), viola

1st place

Libby (11M), flute

2nd place

Libby (11M), piano

2nd place

Charis (11K), viola

‘The staff were really friendly and made everything
fun, even if it was challenging.’

Joint 3rd place Alice (11M), bassoon
and Ellie (U6H), clarinet

‘It was so fun, the activities were great and the
food tasted amazing.’

Congratulations to all who performed.

Joint 3rd place Jess (L6C), voice
and Lauren (11K), violin

‘I really enjoyed Kilve and learnt a lot.’
‘Loved the doughnuts!’

Gala Music Dinner
The annual Gala Music Dinner took place at the
end of term. The refectory was transformed into
a beautifully decorated restaurant and the
80 guests, dressed in black tie, enjoyed a
sumptuous three-course dinner prepared by
Executive Chef Olivier. The evening was an
opportunity for musicians in Year 10 and above
to relax and to celebrate their achievements.
The gathering was made up of students, staff
and parents and the food was quite sensational!
Awards were made for contribution, effort and
achievement and Upper Sixth organised a fantastic music quiz in which everyone
participated. The evening concluded with some very moving speeches from Upper Sixth
students, reflecting on their time as musicians at St Helen’s. We thank them in particular for all
their many and varied contributions over the years – we will miss them very much.
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C R E AT I V E L I N E S

Sculptures on the beach

Before Sunrise
A profound meditation on friendship, love, and
intimacy, St Helen’s Sixth Form production of the stage
adaptation of Richard Linklater’s film Before Sunrise
was a moving and engaging performance. Mounted
with kind permission given by Linklater himself, Before
Sunrise follows Jesse (Bede, Abingdon School) and
Celine (Alek L6A, drama scholar) as they meet, initially
as strangers on a train, and decide to spend one night
together walking around Vienna. Alek and Bede
turned in thoroughly engaging and intelligent
performances as the star-crossed travellers.

Visiting art galleries and museums for
three days in Manchester and Liverpool
was an excellent start to the New Year for
A-level art students – and their teachers!
The most exciting experience was standing
on Crosby Beach at 9.30am on a cold
and crisp January morning to see the
magnificent public artwork Another Place
by the renowned sculptor Anthony
Gormley. Forty sculptures of Gormley’s
body were spread across the beach and
into the water. We arrived at a perfect
time to see them as the tide was out.
Truly memorable.
Seeing art at first hand is always valuable
but what came across most powerfully
was the range of different collections:

from the Lady Lever Gallery in Port
Sunlight with its very personal collection
of paintings, objets d’art and sculptures
to Liverpool’s Tate Modern temporary
exhibition of work by John Piper and
Surrealists in Egypt. The Whitworth in
Manchester had twelve temporary
exhibitions drawn from its permanent
collection and loans and there were
many inspirational images.
With plenty to see and do the students
returned with lots of ideas for their
current and forthcoming projects, strong
pages in their sketchbooks and a wide
visual treat of seeing traditional, modern
and contemporary art.

In the mood
At the Jazz Evening in February the Science
Atrium was once again transformed into
a jazz and blues café, an annual musical
highlight which showcases many of the
School’s finest jazz musicians and ensembles.
The audience were treated to a variety of
performances from the piano, violin, flute,
saxophone and voice. Year 11 rock group
Highway to Helkats had everyone
humming along as they gave their
renditions of Holding out for a Hero and
Summer Nights. The fabulous Big Band
entertained with their lively and uplifting
playing of Duke Ellington’s Do Nothin’ Till
You Hear From Me to the uptempo I Got You
(I Feel Good) by James Brown. They ended
the wonderful evening with their version
of Forget You which had the audience
beaming with delight. Many thanks to the
fabulous Olivier and his team for providing
such delicious food and drink throughout
the evening and congratulations to all
girls involved.
Alice, 11M
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Winter and Spring Concerts
The Winter Concert in February
featured a wonderful array of
groups – Sinfonia, Lower School
Choir, Wind Band, Team Pachelbel,
Tootles, Flute Choir, Sinfonietta,
8ve Vocal Ensemble and Year 5
and 6 Choir. It was particularly
special to see conducting duties
shared by both staff and students.
The music varied from Strauss and
Schubert to Broadway classics
and James Bond, showcasing an
impressive array of talent and
musicality from all participants.
The Spring Concert saw our large
senior ensembles performing
together for the final time before
study leave and examination
preparation take precedence in
Trinity term. It was a memorable
evening with a fabulous range of
repertoire, from Lennon and

McCartney to Brahms and Ravel.
The first half featured choral
performances from the Joint
Chamber Choir (with Abingdon
School), Cantores, and Chapel
Choir. The choirs were
interspersed with instrumental
ensembles – Brass Band, Altus
Flute Trio, Camerata featuring
music scholar Athalie (U6A) in an
outstanding performance of
Vivaldi’s Violin Concerto in
A minor, Concert Band and
Ensemble Bar 61. The evening
concluded with First Orchestra
accompanying music scholar
Ellie (U6H) in a captivating
performance of Weber’s
Concertino for clarinet, before
closing with Ravel’s mesmerising
Bolero. Huge congratulations to
everyone involved.

Inventive upcycling
With much in the news about the impact of
pollution and plastics filling seas, the Year 9
Creative Afternoon was themed around
upcycling. In workshops run by visiting artists
and craftspeople, students learned about the
inspiring Recycled Orchestra of Paraguay
who make their instruments from landfill
objects. The activities included making bags
and cushions from old shirts; large pottery
vessels with found-object sprig moulds;
colours and paintings constructed using
spices and natural pigments; and a pair of
life-size cardboard and pipe dancing figures
choreographed by our art and DT technicians.
Another group of students were taught
about making musical instruments from
old kitchen equipment.
The students took to heart a poignant
message from one of the Paraguayan landfill
orchestra organisers: ‘We do not wish just to
throw broken things away…or people.’

Oxford Music Festival 2018
An impressive number of St Helen’s students took part in this year’s Oxford
Music Festival. There were wonderful performances across the two weekends,
many in non-competitive classes. Some of the winners include Camerata who
won the Gwen Archer Cup in the Ensemble classes; Abigail (U6A) who won the
Helen Robson Memorial Award in the Light Opera Solo classes; and Isabel
(L6G) who won the Michael Howard Cup in the Junior Vocal class. Emily (10M)
and Camerata have both been invited to perform in the Festival final concert.
Other successes include Chapel Choir’s Outstanding award for their
performance, as well as numerous first prizes in vocal, instrumental
and chamber ensemble categories.
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COMMUNITYLINES

Asylum Welcome
Behind every statistic you hear about
the refugee crisis, there are also millions
of stories. Our final fundraising total for
Asylum Welcome, school charity for
2017, was £13,234.71. The money we
raised will be used immediately for
Caritas Umulisa, Youth Activities
Officer. Caritas works with young
asylum seekers and refugees who
often arrive in Oxford unaccompanied.
She herself was a refugee from the
Rwandan genocide.
2017 charity reps

School charity
2018: Mercy Ships
The new Lower Sixth charity reps
began the year by researching and
presenting three possible charities to
the school. Students and staff voted
overwhelmingly for Mercy Ships.
Mercy Ships is an international charity
that runs the Africa Mercy, the world’s
largest charitable floating hospital. They
bring free medical care to some of the
world’s poorest people. Individuals are
treated without cost, with no regard for
religion, race or gender. The ship is
almost entirely staffed by volunteers who
serve on the ship at their own expense.
Some will work for many years on the
ship, other highly skilled medical staff
might volunteer for shorter periods of
time alongside their roles in the NHS.
The success of last year is testament to
the whole school community working
together – students, staff and parents.
Once again, we trust that you will partner
with us as we begin an exciting new year
of fundraising.
Mrs Homann
and the 2018 charity reps
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Pop-up restaurant
To raise money for the charity South Oxfordshire
Food and Education Alliance (SOFEA), students
took part in a pop-up restaurant. 12 chefs and
12 waitresses with the help of Executive Chef
Olivier and team created a menu and produced
restaurant-quality food, raising £1,869 for SOFEA.
‘Participation from Years 7–Lower Sixth made for
a promising evening of teamwork. Many of the
student chefs had come in the night before to
prepare but the majority of the work had to be
done on the Friday afternoon. House favourites
included marinaded beef salad, Thai-spiced
chicken skewers and a chocolate fondant with
caramel crème (Mrs Dougall’s favourite!). A
massive thank you to Olivier who managed to
turn 24 St Helen’s students into a team that could
provide amazing food to over 100 guests!’
Kate, L6C

‘I really enjoyed this experience and it gave me
an insight into what life is like in a professional
kitchen. It was such a great opportunity and
I'm really glad that we could fundraise for such
a great charity.’
Kathryn, 9K
‘The pop-up restaurant experience was like
nothing I had ever done before and I doubt I will
ever have the chance to do it again. After two
sessions practising, we were all thrown into a
professional restaurant environment. It was an
incredibly busy night and all of us were pushed
out of our comfort zone with the different time
pressures and organisation challenges we faced.’
Ellie, L6G

STEM to STEAM
In January, an unlikely gathering of snow leopards, foxes,
penguins, robots, spies and a young girl called Ruby took to the
stage of the Cornerstone Arts Centre in Didcot. These brilliantly
characterised roles were played by a cast of Year 7 students
who had devised a piece entitled Breaking the Code under
the direction of Mrs Sharman. During rehearsals, the cast had
attended a movement workshop at Larkmead School to

explore how science and maths can inspire the arts. The piece
was based on a book by Linda Liukas which introduces children
to computer programming and was performed as part of a joint
STEM to STEAM project with Oxford Brookes University, Larkmead
School, King Alfred’s Academy, Carswell Primary and Fitzharrys
School. The sold-out performance featured a varied programme
of art, film, dance, music and drama which was a brilliant
reminder of the value and reach of the arts.

News from the PA
The St Helen’s Parents’ Association (PA) and Abingdon School Parents’
Association organised a fantastic joint Burns Night and Ceilidh in January.
Over 170 parents from across both schools enjoyed a delightful dinner, some
energetic Scottish reels and a wee dram or two at Lains Barn. The silent auction
raised just over £1,000 for the PA which is a fantastic addition to the funds already
raised for the School.
The PA has been generously supporting requests from teachers to purchase
items which will enrich their lessons. The Drama Department reports back on
their recent PA-funded purchase:

ATOM Science Market

‘In drama lessons this term, Year 7 have been introduced to a topic on
puppets. The PA generously provided funding for the purchase of ten rod
puppets to use for the grand finale of this scheme of work. Learning to work
as a team through non-verbal communication is just one of the things that
they have been encouraged to discover. Many thanks to the PA for enabling
us to cultivate so many vital performance skills through such a fun medium.’

Participating in the annual ATOM Science Market in Abingdon
in March was a fantastic opportunity for staff and students
to showcase their knowledge and enthusiasm to the public.
Lower Sixth biology students expertly explained flower
dissection and the organs of the human body, while on the
next table the trachea, lungs, heart, diaphragm and liver of a
pig were on display. Although gruesome, it was fantastic to see
so many children don their gloves to examine them. At the
physics stall, Year 9 students introduced members of the public
to some key facts about our solar system. Visitors could also test
their knowledge by challenging themselves to wire up a set of
circuits to light up a number of bulbs. At the chemistry stall,
Year 10 students helped Dr Smith make liquid nitrogen ice
cream (chocolate with chocolate chip flavour being the most
popular choice).
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BEYOND THE LINES

From the Alumnae Office
SHSK Society
This term has seen the launch of
a new networking platform for
Old Girls and former staff to
engage with one another and
the School. The response within
the first month has been
tremendous, with 800 alumnae joining. Through
the site, Old Girls can reconnect with old friends,
expand professional links, share news, learn about
and sign up to forthcoming events and reunions,
and gain access to exclusive archive material.

Careers and HE events
Careers Convention
The Joint Abingdon Independent Schools
Careers Convention, held at St Helen and
St Katharine in March, showcased a hugely
diverse array of careers including the fashion
industry, financial services, medicine and
architecture. It was a packed and fascinating
evening, beginning with a keynote speech
from science broadcaster and writer Dallas
Campbell. Speaking to the 500-strong
audience of students and their parents, he
emphasised the importance of questioning
and shared anecdotes of his documentary
work on the Burj Khalifa in Dubai and with
astronaut Tim Peake.

A number of St Helen’s alumnae were
facilitating stalls: Stephanie Hills from CERN,
Rosie Davies from STFC, Emma Quarterman
from MP Robert Courts’ office, Hannah
Tollemache from the London Ambulance
Service and Molly Liddell from Google. Two
panel discussions also took place, focusing
on the benefit of apprenticeship and how to
prepare yourself for the job market. One of
the students commented on how

encouraging the evening had been: ‘I feel so
much more motivated now. Last year, I just
went round with my friends but this evening
I have gone off on my own to discover
careers that I am interested in – and I’ve
found it so useful.’

‘It was good to see some of the
girls’ eyes open up as to where
their interest in geography could
take them.’
Sterling Energy plc representative
HE Evening
This was a chance to launch the broad
programme of support in place for Sixth Form
students making their higher education and
careers choices, along with their parents.
The attendees heard talks from
the Director of Student Recruitment and
Admissions at the University of Bath, and
St Helen’s Head of Careers and Higher
Education Mrs Armstrong.
Applying for Medicine/Veterinary Medicine
The largest outreach event in the calendar,
St Helen’s invited Year 11 and Sixth Form
students from 29 schools across Oxfordshire
and Berkshire for an evening of advice and
tips. Both courses are highly competitive
so it is a huge bonus for students to explore
their options and gather information.
A representative from Oxbridge began with
a keynote speech and a panel of students
was available to answer questions both on
courses and student life.

The Kate Scheme
Now in its second year, the Kate Scheme aims to
strengthen connections between Old Girls and
current students to help our Sixth Form students
achieve their career aspirations. Harnessing the
power of mentoring, the scheme enables
knowledge and ideas to be shared, particularly of
different and alternative opportunities. The level of
support from Old Girls to help mentor our Upper
Sixth students has been fantastic.

Upcoming events
Our third professional networking event for those
with interest in the creative and media sectors
takes place in London on Friday 11 May. We are
delighted to be welcoming a panel of St Helen’s
alumnae and parents to talk including Martina
Margetts, Senior Tutor RCA and former editor of
Crafts Magazine, and journalist Alice Thomson.
On Saturday 9 June we will welcome leavers from
1978, 1988, 1993, 1998 and 2008 back to the
School for their annual reunion.

Please do stay in touch
Contact the SHSK Society:
oldgirls@shsk.org.uk
or contact Faye Anderton directly:
fanderton@shsk.org.uk
Facebook: ‘Dawn St Helens’
Phone: 01235 520173

Lines is the termly newsletter of St Helen and St Katharine, Faringdon Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 1BE
www.shsk.org.uk T: 01235 520173 E: info@shsk.org.uk
Many thanks to all student and staff contributors this term.

